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Ali has been hiding in an attic since civilization collapsed eight weeks ago. When the plague hit, her

neighbors turned into mindless, hungry, homicidal maniacs. Daniel has been a loner his entire life.

Then the world empties, and he realizes that being alone isn't all it's cracked up to be. Finn is a

former cop who is desperate for companionship and willing to do anything it takes to protect the

survivors around him. When the three cross paths they band together; sparks fly, romance blooms

in the wasteland, and Ali, Daniel, and Finn bend to their very human needs in the ruins of

civilization. Lust, love, and trust all come under fire in Flesh as the three battle to survive, hunted

through the suburban wastelands.
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I love Scott's Stage Dive series so when I read about Flesh I was a bit dubious because I thought it

would never work as a romance story. But 40 books latter and a few recent disappointments in my

book selection and I took a leap. I mean for me, Zombies and romance don't go hand in hand and

add to that a love triangle and I thought "not a chance I'm going to like this".I was wrong. It was like

reading a gripping thriller, I picked it up and read it on the edge of my seat and didn't put it down till I

was done.I can't explain it but the whole "end of the world, zombies at large" thing really worked for

building an intense romance. It made the implausible possible because if there are zombies there

can be a lucky girl, Ali, with two hot men willing to die to keep her safe, right?For Dan and Finn

when faced with the possible death of the woman they have fallen hard for, especially since she's



the only one around that doesn't eat people, jealousy and envy seem to fall by the wayside in their

shared need to keep her safe and happy.The keeping her happy part gets very interesting and

although a little uncomfortable at times, it was funny to see how the three handled things and was

again easy to accept when placed in this back drop of Zombies.This book was fast paced, full of

action hot as hell and kept my attention from start to finish! A guilty pleasure I throughly enjoyed ;)

In the months following a plague that leaves Australia teeming with zombies, a woman struggles to

survive and negotiate her attraction to two very different men.This book offers a wonderful blend of

horror and romance. When the book opens, Ali has been living in an attic for three weeks. The

suburban world she knows has disintegrated into a lawless wasteland. It's a survival-of-the-fittest

reality where zombies are only marginally more dangerous than roving gangs of bent on murder and

rape.Ali ventures out of her hideaway searching for food and that's when she runs into Daniel, who

has a devil of a time convincing her that he's no threat. His warmth and humor shine from the

moment we meet him. Snippy and short tempered, Ali takes longer to appreciate his appeal. But

they do finally join up and flee into the back country, which is where they meet Finn, who tracks

them for some time before making his presence known.Finn is a former law enforcement officer. We

get to witness his stellar fighting skills on several occasions. But he's also seriously scarred from

some of the events he witnessed when the plague first started. His brash and arrogant attitude is a

nice foil for Daniel's more easy going ways.What develops between these three isn't your average

"torn between two lovers" situation. There's attraction and desire, sure. But it's also a matter of

practicality. The chances of long-term survival in this insane new reality are slim under the best of

circumstances. If you're fortunate enough to fall in with people you can trust, you don't discard them

easily. You find yourself making accommodations that you never might have considered under

normal circumstances. Scott does a good job showing the reservations and ambivalence of the

characters as they try to come to some workable solution to their relationship issues.There is a lot of

sex in the book. It's emotionally as well as physically intense. And yet it fits this situation Scott has

created, where you don't know if you'll be alive when dawn breaks, so barriers come down quickly,

and there's not a lot of time for considering consequences.The chapters at the Blackstone

compound move too fast. The jarring pace is at odds with the first 2/3 of the book and siphons off

some of the tension. And the role the former army soldiers play near the end, while hinted at earlier,

still seems to come out of nowhere.Overall, though, FLESH is sexy, scary fun.

Not much back story given with this tale but I didn't find it strange as a flesh eating zombie dystopia



kind if seems the norm.I found the writing style easy to read and the eBook well edited and

formatted.Female protagonist was a little too Mary Sue for my liking but i liked and could understand

a poly relationship working given the time they lived in.Felt bad for Daniel and I felt Al's focused

shifted too far to Finn but hey that's just me.

I must start by saying that this is by far the best zombie book(s) I have read and the fact that they

have an erotic element to it just makes it that much better.They are hotter than the outback in

December.Kylie Scott has created a unique dystopian world where a zombie plague has been

unleashed and there only pockets of survivors, These stories take place in Australia and follow

some of the survivors as they battle not only the zombies but also the distrust of others that comes

from the isolation and the looting and lawlessness that occurs soon after the plague starts to sweep

the world.Not only do we get a suspenseful roller coaster of a story being chased by looters and

rapists, we also get the amazing m/f/m menage that develops between Ali, Finn and Daniel. These

are people who before the Zombie Apocalypse didn't know each other and had never considered

being involved in a menage relationship. Now with women scarce and Ali falling for both Daniel and

Finn its the most logical thing to do. That doesn't mean that jealousy just goes away or that they

don't have to work for it.

Life as they know it has ended. A plague like no other has turned the world into an Apocalypse. Ali,

Daniel and Finn have each managed to somehow survive on their own for weeks. Once they find

eachother they find themselves in a unique situation. Never knowing what might happen next, they

decide it is better to face the unknown together.This story is filled with suspense, combustible

chemistry and action. The twists and turns in this plot will keep you burning through the pages.
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